Math HOWs Reflection for Chapter ____

The learning target for this chapter is: ______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Homework for This Chapter:

Lesson #  # Correct  # Total  # Wrong  # Corrected  Bonus

Comments about your HOW:

Total Question %: \[ \frac{\text{Total Correct}}{\text{Total Questions}} \times 100\% \]

Missing HW: \[ \text{# of incompletes} \]

Total Correction %: \[ \frac{\text{Total Corrected}}{\text{Total Missed}} \times 100\% \]

Bonus Questions: \[ \frac{\text{# correct/corrected}}{\text{# possible}} \times 100\% \]

Time spent studying before the test ___________________

My ultimate HOW score is _____________

(Only students that average a 3 or a 4 on their HOWs assessment can be eligible to do math corrections)